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A Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning Approach
for Wind Farm Frequency Control

Yanchang Liang, Student Member, IEEE , Xiaowei Zhao, Member, IEEE , and Li Sun, Member, IEEE

Abstract— As wind turbines (WTs) become more preva-
lent, there is an increasing interest in actively controlling
their power output to participate in the frequency regu-
lation for the power grid. Conventional frequency regula-
tion controllers use fixed gains, making it difficult for the
WT to adjust its kinetic energy uptake to its operating
conditions and to collaborate effectively with other WTs
in the wind farm. In addition, the design of conventional
frequency controllers does not consider their impacts on
mechanical structure. To address these issues, we model
the cooperative frequency control problem for all WTs in a
wind farm as a decentralised partially observable Markov
decision process (Dec-POMDP) and use a multi-agent deep
reinforcement learning (MADRL) algorithm to solve it. We
also develop a grid-connected wind farm simulation model
based on MATLAB/Simulink and OpenFAST, which can re-
flect the detailed interactions between the electrical and
mechanical components of WTs. Simulation results show
that the proposed strategy is effective in reducing fre-
quency drops and has less impact on mechanical structure
deflections compared with traditional methods.

Index Terms— Wind farm, frequency regulation, multi-
agent deep reinforcement learning, wind turbine machinery.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, there has been significant growth in the
penetration of offshore wind power into power systems

and this trend is expected to continue in the future. Unlike
conventional synchronous generators, wind turbines (WTs)
do not naturally possess inertial response or participate in
frequency disturbance events. The effective system inertia
could be severely reduced with high penetration of wind
power, resulting in high rates of change of frequency (RoCoF)
and large frequency deviation after a sudden loss of generation
or the connection of large loads.

Many works have investigated inertia control schemes for
variable-speed WTs that temporarily release the kinetic energy
stored in their rotating mass to arrest the frequency nadir.
These schemes employ additional loops based on the measured
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frequency, i.e. inertia loop and droop loop [1]–[3]. However,
in these schemes, the control gains are set to be fixed, making
it difficult to adjust their kinetic energy uptake in real time
based on information such as the wind speed and rotor speed
of the WT. Due to the wake effects, the releasable kinetic
energy of WTs in a wind farm varies significantly in time
and space. The effect of wake effects on the inertial response
of WTs is analysed in [4]. In order to capture kinetic energy
according to the state of WT, adaptive gain schemes [5], [6]
are proposed to replace fixed gain. These schemes set the gain
of the two loops to be proportional to the kinetic energy in
order to speed up the uptake of kinetic energy when it is
more available. Wu et al. [7] propose an advanced control
strategy with time-varying gains for inertia and droop control
loops. The proposed strategy determines the gains according
to the desired frequency response time. Liu et al. [8] propose
a coordinated distributed model predictive control method
for frequency control of power system with wind farms. An
optimal fuzzy-based Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID)
droop control method is proposed to improve the performance
of wind farm frequency control [9]. Hasanien et al. [10]
use the symbiotic biological search algorithm to tune PID
parameters to improve the frequency response of a multi-area
power system including wind farms. In addition, other meta-
heuristic algorithms such as particle swarm optimisation [11]
and artificial bee colony [12] are used to optimise the PID
parameters for wind farm frequency regulation.

Although the above works consider that WTs should have
different responses in different states, most of them ignore
the synergistic operation between WTs. In [13], the primary
frequency response of the WT is significantly improved by
continuously adjusting its droop gain in response to wind
velocities. However, this approach requires the WTs in the
wind farm to be able to communicate with each other, as
the droop gain of each WT is somewhat dependent on the
performance of other WTs. In order to be free from the
limitations of communication, this paper will focus on the use
of local information to collaboratively control the WTs in a
wind farm.

When WTs are involved in frequency regulation, their out-
put power needs to change frequently in response to changes
in frequency, which adds fatigue loads to WTs. However,
the inertia and droop control methods proposed in previous
works do not take into account the impact on the mechanical
structure. To fill the research gap, this paper will design control
policies that can reduce the impact on the mechanical struc-
ture. When analysing the interaction between the electrical
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and mechanical aspects of WTs, the WTs’ flexible bodies,
such as blades, tower and drive-train [14], are the focus of
consideration. Therefore, this paper uses OpenFAST software
[15] to model the detailed aerodynamics and structural systems
of WTs, which can accurately simulate the dynamics and
fatigue loads of WTs.

Due to the detailed consideration of the electrical, aerody-
namic and mechanical components, conventional methods are
difficult to improve the performance of frequency regulation
controllers in such a complex system. In recent years, Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has achieved great success
in solving computationally challenging decision-making prob-
lems, such as Atari [16], Go [17], and StarCraft [18]. Due
to its powerful model-free optimisation capabilities, DRL has
recently been used for real-time control problems in wind
farms, such as output power maximisation [19], [20] and
power tracking [21]. However, these works do not take into
account the fast frequency response of the wind farm, and they
do not model the power grid or the mechanical structure of
WTs.

In this paper, we use DRL algorithm to tune the fre-
quency controller parameters for each WT in real time to
improve frequency regulation performance. Specifically, we
consider each WT as an agent and model the problem of
collaboratively controlling WTs for frequency regulation as
a decentralized partially observable Markov decision process
(Dec-POMDP) [22]. We use multi-agent Proximal Policy
Optimisation (MAPPO) [23], a multi-agent DRL (MADRL)
algorithm, to solve this Dec-POMDP. MAPPO algorithm has
achieved state-of-the-art performance in recent benchmark
multi-agent cooperative learning tasks [24].

Our major contributions are listed below:
1) We model the problem of collaboratively controlling WTs

for frequency regulation in a wind farm as Dec-POMDP,
with the objective of improving frequency regulation as
well as reducing the impact on the mechanical structure
of WTs.

2) We solve the Dec-POMDP problem using MAPPO algo-
rithm, which follows the centralised training and decen-
tralised execution paradigm, thus enabling collaborative
control of WTs without the need for communication.

3) We develop a detailed model of grid-connected wind
farm, including aerodynamic, mechanical and electrical
characteristics, to evaluate the impact of frequency con-
trol on the mechanical structure of WTs.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
presents the structure of the inertial and primary frequency
controllers. The proposed simulation model of the wind farm
is given in Section III. In Section IV, we model the joint
frequency control problem for WTs in a wind farm as a Dec-
POMDP. We elaborate on the MAPPO algorithm in Section
V. In Section VI, we run experiments connecting OpenFAST
to Simulink to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. INERTIA AND PRIMARY FREQUENCY CONTROL

A conventional fixed gain inertia control scheme [1]–[3]
is shown in Fig. 1, where the upper and lower loops are

the inertia and droop loops respectively. The active power
reference of WT, Pref , consists of three terms: PMPPT, for
the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control; ∆Pine,
the output of the inertia loop; and ∆Pdro, the output of the
droop loop.

Fig. 1. Frequency regulation controller structure.

∆Pine can be expressed as

∆Pine = −Kine
dfsys
dt

(1)

where Kine is the inertial gain and fsys denotes the measured
system frequency. The function of the differentiator d

dt is to
calculate the RoCoF, and the inertial gain Kine determines
how much the active power output increases when the system
frequency drops.

∆Pdro can be expressed as

∆Pdro = −Kdro(fsys − fnom) (2)

where Kdro is the droop gain and fnom denotes the nominal
frequency of power system. A high droop gain allows the
droop loop to provide a large output.

III. WIND FARM MODELLING

In this paper, the full-scale converter (FSC) WT with
permanent magnetic synchronous generator (PMSG) is studied
as an example, but the proposed method is not limited to this
type of WT. FSC-WT is widely used in offshore wind power
due to its simple structure, high power generation efficiency,
reliable operation and low maintenance. As shown in Fig. 2,
the FSC-WT consists of a turbine, a generator and an FSC.
The FSC system can be further divided into a machine side
converter (MSC), a DC link and a grid side converter (GSC).
The output of FSC-WT is rectified by MSC and then supported
by the capacitor, and the energy is fed into the grid via GSC.

Fig. 2. Developed FSC-WT model using FAST.Farm, OpenFAST and
Simulink.

The softwares and specific modules used to simulate the
grid-connected wind farm in this paper are shown in Fig. 3.
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The wind speed of the wind farm is generated by FAST.Farm
[15], the aerodynamic, mechanical and actuator subsystems
of each WT are simulated by OpenFAST, and the electrical
subsystems of WTs and the power grid are simulated in MAT-
LAB/Simulink. FAST.Farm provides detailed simulations of
wake deficits, advection, deflection, meandering and merging,
with consideration of the physics for wind-farm-wide ambient
wind in the atmospheric boundary layer. OpenFAST models
WT as a combination of rigid and flexible bodies. The rigid
bodies include the platform, nacelle, hub, gears, tail and part
of the yaw system, while the flexible bodies include the blades,
tower and drive-train. OpenFAST can describe the dynamics
of a 3-bladed WT in detail with up to 24 degrees of freedom
(DOFs). Our focus is on the DOFs of flexible bodies, as they
are a matter of mechanical lifetime. As shown in Fig. 4, the
DOFs of flexible bodies include blade bending (blade flap-
wise and edge-wise deflection), tower bending (tower fore-aft
and side-to-side displacement), and drive-train torsion.

IV. DEC-POMDP FORMULATION

For a wind farm consisting of N WTs, we tune the inertia
gain and droop gains for each WT in real time at a series
of discrete time t = 1, 2, · · · . We consider each WT as an
agent, and model the joint frequency regulation problem as a
Dec-POMDP, where the major components are as follows:

1) State: At each time step t, each WT n’ observation ont
consists of its wind speed, rotor speed, rotor torque, generator
power, pitch angle and mechanical structure information. The
mechanical structure information includes blade flap-wise tip
deflection db-flap

n,t , blade edge-wise tip deflection db-edge
n,t , tower

fore-aft displacement dt-fore
n,t , tower side-to-side displacement

dt-side
n,t , and drive-train acceleration ddriven,t . The state of the

entire wind farm consists of the observations of all WTs, i.e.
st = {o1t , o2t , . . . , oNt }.

2) Action: At each time step t, the action of each WT
n includes the inertia gain and droop gain in current time
step, i.e. ant = [K ine

n (t),Kdro
n (t)]. Both K ine

n (t) and Kdro
n (t)

are non-negative numbers with upper limits K ine
max and Kdro

max

respectively. The joint action of all agents is denoted as
at = {a1t , a2t , . . . , aNt }.

3) Reward: After all WT agents take actions, they receive
a shared reward for reducing frequency deviations, adjusting
RoCoF, and reducing vibrations of mechanical structures:

rt = Cdror
dro
t + Ciner

ine
t + Cmechr

mech
t (3)

where Cdro, Cine, Cmech are the adjustable weight coefficients
for each term and rdrot , rinet , rmech

t are defined as follows.
rdro is used to reduce the deviation of the system frequency

from the nominal frequency:

rdrot = −(fnom − fsys)
2 (4)

The larger the deviation of the system frequency fsys from the
nominal frequency fnom, the smaller the rdrot .

rinet is used to adjust the RoCoF:

rinet =


dfsys
dt

, fsys < fnom

0, fsys = fnom

−dfsys
dt

, fsys > fnom

(5)

When fsys < fnom, a drop in the system frequency fsys will
result in a negative rinet , and the faster the drop, the smaller
the rinet . A rise in fsys will result in a positive rinet , and
the faster it rises, the greater the rinet . On the other hand,
when fsys > fnom, a positive rinet is used to excite the
frequency decrease, while a negative rinet is used to suppress
the frequency increase.

rmech
t is used to reduce the vibration of mechanical struc-

tures:

rmech
t = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

(2|ḋb-flap
n,t |+ |ḋ

b-edge
n,t |+

2|ḋt-fore
n,t |+ |ḋt-side

n,t |+ |ḋdriven,t |)

(6)

where ḋb-flap
n,t , ḋb-edge

n,t , ḋt-fore
n,t , ḋt-side

n,t , ḋdriven,t are the standardised
mechanical quantities. For example, we record the blades flap-
wise deflections over a long period of time and calculate the
mean as d̄b,flap and the standard deviation as σb,flap. If the
blades flap-wise deflection of WT n at time step t is db,flapn,t ,
then the value after standardisation is

ḋb-flap
n,t =

db-flap
n,t − d̄b-flap

σb-flap (7)

Therefore, the larger the deviation of ḋb-flap
n,t from its mean,

the smaller rmech
t will be. Since blade flap-wise deflections

typically have more severe extreme external loads than edge-
wise deflections [25], and tower fore-and-aft displacements
usually have more damage equivalent loads than side-to-side
displacements (as shown in Fig. 13), we give them a larger
weighting factor in Eq. (6).

It is worth noting that other forms of penalty functions can
also be used for Eq. (4)–(6) to reduce frequency deviations and
mechanical structure deflections. The frequency and mechan-
ical quantities in a time step are variable, so we can average
multiple samples in a time step to calculate the reward. The
cumulative discounted reward from time step t to the end of
the control horizon is defined as the return Rt:

Rt =

∞∑
τ=t

γτ−trτ (8)

where γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor that is used to trade off
the importance between immediate and future rewards.

4) Policy and Value Functions: A policy is a mapping
from states to the actions that should be taken when in those
states, denoted as π. The team of agents attempt to learn a
joint policy π = {π1, . . . , πN} that maximises their expected
cumulative reward. The value function of a state st under
policy π is defined as the expected return when starting in
st and following π thereafter:

V π(st) = Eπ[Rt|st] (9)
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Fig. 3. The softwares and specific modules used to simulate the grid-connected wind farm.

Fig. 4. DOFs of WT flexible bodies in the simulation model.

The value of taking action at in state st under policy π is
defined as the expected return starting from st, taking the
action at, and thereafter following policy π:

Qπ(st,at) = Eπ[Rt|st,at] (10)

The advantage function Aπ(st,at) corresponding to a policy
π describes how much better it is to take a specific action
at in state st than to choose the action at random according
to π(·|st), assuming that the actions will always be taken
according to π later:

Aπ(st,at) = Qπ(st,at)− V π(st) (11)

V. MADRL ALGORITHM

A. Proximal Policy Optimisation
Proximal Policy Optimisation (PPO) is a practical policy

gradient method developed in [26], and is effective for opti-

mising large non-linear policies such as deep neural networks.
PPO is an improvement on Trust Region Policy Optimisation
(TRPO) [27], where the former can be optimised by a first-
order optimiser and is therefore simpler to implement. PPO
retains many of the advantages of TRPO, such as monotonic
improvement, and has been empirically proven to have better
sample complexity. The objective function of TRPO, also
known as “surrogate” objective, is

max
θ

Êt

[
πθ(at|st)
πθold(at|st)

Ât

]
(12)

subject to

Êt[KL[πθold(·|st), πθ(·|st)]] ≤ δ (13)

where θ is the parameters of the stochastic policy function
πθ (usually the parameters of a neural network), and Ât

is an estimator of the advantage function at time step t.
The expectation Êt[·] indicates the empirical average over a
finite batch of samples and KL[πθold(·|st), πθ(·|st)] denotes
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between πθold and πθ.
The constraint is to limit the size of the policy update so that
the new policy does not differ significantly from the old one.
TRPO approximately solves this problem using the conjugate
gradient algorithm, after making a linear approximation to the
objective and a quadratic approximation to the constraint.

We next describe how PPO reduces the computational
complexity of TRPO. Let ut(θ) denote the probability ratio
ut(θ) =

πθ(at|st)
πθold

(at|st) , so u(θold) = 1. TRPO maximizes

L(θ) = Êt

[
πθ(at|st)
πθold(at|st)

Ât

]
= Êt[ut(θ)Ât] (14)

subject to the KL divergence constraint. The constraint limits
the size of the policy update but makes it significantly more
difficult to calculate. To reduce the computational complexity,
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PPO modifies the surrogate objective to penalize changes to
the policy that move ut(θ) away from 1:

Lclip(θ) = Êt[min(ut(θ)Ât, clip(ut(θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Ât)]
(15)

where ϵ is a hyperparameter, usually 0.1 or 0.2. The term
clip(ut(θ), 1 − ϵ, 1 + ϵ) modifies the surrogate objective by
clipping the probability ratio, thus suppressing rt beyond the
interval [1 − ϵ, 1 + ϵ]. The final objective becomes the lower
bound of the unclipped objective by taking the minimum value
of the clipped and the unclipped objective.

B. Independent Proximal Policy Optimisation
Although PPO has achieved state-of-the-art in many bench-

mark environments [28], it can only be used to solve single
agent problems. A straightforward approach to the current
multi-agent control problem is to use the independent PPO
(IPPO) algorithm. IPPO performs the PPO algorithm for each
agent in a multi-agent system and has been shown to work
effectively in a number of multi-agent tasks [29]. However,
direct application of the single-agent DRL algorithm to a
multi-agent system may result in a non-stationary training
environment. Specifically, when considering the training of
one agent n in a multi-agent system, the policies of other
agents can be considered as part of the environment. The
Bellman equation [30] at this point can be derived as

V πn(s) =
∑
a

πn(an|s)
∑
s′,r

p(s′, r|s, an,π−)(r + V πn(s))

(16)

where p(s′, r|s, an,π−) denotes the state transition probabil-
ity in the multi-agent system and π− denotes the policies
of agents other than n. Since the policy of each agent is
updated synchronously, the state transition function p is non-
stationary, and thus the convergence of the Bellman equation
cannot be guaranteed. However, each agent’s policy is updated
synchronously and is limited to its own partial observations
during training, resulting in a non-stationary state transition p.
As a result, the convergence of Bellman equation for IPPO is
not guaranteed.

C. MAPPO
MAPPO algorithm [23] improves the decentralised training

of the IPPO algorithm into a centralised one to improve
stability. MAPPO maintains a policy πθ (also known as actor)
for each agent and a centralised value function Vϕ(s) (also
known as critic) for all agents. Both the actor and critic
can be approximated by neural networks, forming the neural
network structure shown in Fig. 5. The critic network Vϕ(s)
maps the global state to a state value. The critic network is
only used for the training process to reduce variance, during
which additional global information is available to improve
performance. During execution process, critic network is dis-
carded so that global information is not required, enabling
decentralised execution of policies. The actor network πθ maps
each agent’s observation ont to the mean and standard deviation
vectors of a Multivariate Gaussian Distribution, from which

an action is sampled, in continuous action spaces. The actor
network can be shared among all WT agents, as all WTs in
a wind farm are usually homogeneous. The objective function
for training the actor network is

L(θ) =
1

B ·N

B∑
b=1

N∑
n=1

[
min(rnb (θ)A

n
b ,

clip(rnb (θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)An
b )− ηH(πθ(o

n
b ))

] (17)

where rnb (θ) =
πθ(a

n
b |o

n
b )

πθold
(an

b |o
n
b )

. An
b is computed using the

Generalized Advantage Estimation (GAE) method [31], H
is the Shannon Entropy, and η is the entropy coefficient
hyperparameter.

The training objective of the critic network is to minimise
the loss function

L(ϕ) =
1

B ·N

B∑
b=1

N∑
n=1

max
[
(Vϕ(s

n
b )− R̂b)

2

(clip(Vϕ(s
n
b ), Vϕold

(snb )− ε, Vϕold
(snb ) + ε)− R̂b)

2
]

(18)

where B refers to the batch size. Algorithm 1 shows the
training process of MAPPO algorithm.

Fig. 5. Neural network structure of MAPPO algorithm.

Algorithm 1: MAPPO algorithm for controlling WTs
input: Initialize parameters θ, ϕ; batch size B; entropy

loss weight η; D ← {}; λ for GAE(λ)
for trajectory = 1 to number of trajectories do

foreach time step t do
at = [πθ(o

n
t ),∀n = 1, . . . , N ]

Execute actions at, observe rt, st+1

D ← D ∪ {(st,at, rt, st+1)}
Randomly choose B transitions from D
Compute advantage Â1, . . . , ÂB and returns
R̂1, . . . , R̂B via GAE(λ)

for each training epochs do
Calculate L(ϕ) according to (18)
Update critic by minimising the loss L(ϕ)
Calculate L(θ) according to (17)
Update policy by maximising L(θ)
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VI. CASE STUDY

As shown in Fig. 6, the simulation experiments are carried
out on a two-area test system, which is scaled down from a
two-area benchmark power system [32]. The two-area system
has four synchronous generators, each rated at 45 MVA, which
are divided equally between the two areas. The wind farm
is made up of 9 NREL 5 MW Baseline WTs. The NREL
5 MW Baseline WT is a conventional horizontal-axis, three-
bladed, variable speed WT with blade-pitch control. The wind
speeds are generated by FAST.Farm simulating the operation
of WTs without frequency control, where the wind speeds
for WT 1-3 are shown in Fig. 7. Although we use different
control policies during frequency regulation, the change in
wake of one WT does not affect the other WTs during this
period (20–30s seconds for primary frequency control [33]),
as the wake propagation time between neighbouring WT rows
is about 100 seconds for common configurations and wind
speeds [34].

In this experiment, the length of each time step is set to 0.2
seconds, i.e., the values of inertia and droop gains are updated
every 0.2 seconds. The coefficients Cdro, Cine, Cmech of the
reward function are set to 200, 105, 0.1 respectively. For the
training settings of MADRL algorithms, the batch size is 2048,
the entropy coefficient is 0.01, the discount factor is 0.99 and
the GAE parameter is 0.95. Both the actor network and the
critic network have 3 hidden layers with 256, 128, and 64
neurons respectively. The activation function for each hidden
layer is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [35]. All experiments
are carried out on a computer with a 8-core 2.90 GHz Intel
Core i7-10700 processor and 32 GB of RAM.

Fig. 6. Four-machine two-area test system with a wind farm.

Fig. 7. Wind speeds of WT 1-3.

In this experiment, a 40 MW load is suddenly connected at
load 1 to cause a frequency drop and to test the frequency

regulation performance of the wind farm under different
control methods. The proposed method is compared with three
other conventional methods, including no control, constant
gain and decreasing gain. No control means that WTs do
not participate in frequency regulation. In the constant gain
setting, the inertia gain is constant at 25 and the droop gain
is constant at 6 [7]. Decreasing gain is a coordinated control
method proposed by [7] that combines a parabolic function for
the inertia variable and a linear function for the droop variable.
In this method, large gains are set to increase the power output
from the WTs at the instant of frequency drop. As the time
increases, the gains decreases gradually, preventing the WTs
from overdecelerating.

The proposed method is also compared with three other
MADRL algorithms, i.e. PPO, IPPO and MADDPG [36]. As
described in Section V-B, IPPO algorithm uses a decentralised
training, decentralised execution approach, which means that
each WT agent is trained without considering the condition of
the other WTs. MADDPG extends deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG) into a multi-agent policy gradient algorithm
where decentralised agents learn a centralised critic based on
the observations and actions of all agents.

We use different MADRL algorithms to train control policy
to solve the proposed Dec-POMDP problem. Fig. 8 illustrates
the variation in returns during training for the three MADRL
algorithms. The training process for the MAPPO algorithm
with 20 × 105 training steps takes about 137.67 hours. After
10× 105 training steps, the returns of all MADRL algorithms
converge and outperform conventional methods. The average
return of IPPO algorithm has larger confidence intervals during
training than MAPPO and converges to a smaller value than
MAPPO. This suggests that not considering the cooperation
of WTs will cause instability in the training process and also
produce less optimal policy. MADDPG is also less stable and
has a smaller convergence value than MAPPO, due to the
fact that the deterministic policy used in MADDPG has a
poor exploration capability and is easy to cause overestimation
of the action-value function. PPO algorithm has the similar
return with MAPPO, but it requires a centralised controller
and relies on communication networks. During execution, PPO
gathers global information from the wind farm, calculates the
control signals and communicates them to each WT. In con-
trast, MAPPO can distribute the computational burden across
all WTs during execution, resulting in better computational
efficiency and real-time performance, and does not require
a communication network thus preserving privacy and not
being affected by communication link failures. In conventional
methods, the decreasing gain has the highest return, while the
case without frequency control has the lowest return.

After training, we analyse the frequency regulation perfor-
mance of MAPPO algorithm and its impact on the mechanical
structure. The MAPPO-based gains of WT 1-3 as a function
of time are shown in Fig. 9. The gains of the conventional
methods are also shown in Fig. 9. Since the MAPPO algorithm
tunes the gains based on the state of the WT, the gains
are different for different WTs. The conventional methods
do not consider the state of the WT, so all WTs have the
same gains. The load is suddenly connected at 5s causing
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Fig. 8. Average returns for each method during the training process.
Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals across 6 experiments with
different random seeds.

a frequency drop. It can be seen that MAPPO-based inertia
and droop gains increase significantly in the instant after
the frequency drop, accelerating the uptake of turbine kinetic
energy, which improves the performance of the wind farm
frequency regulation during this period. The MAPPO-based
gains then decrease between 5s and 10s, thus reducing uptake
of kinetic energy from the turbines, which facilitates recovery
of the turbines’ operation and reduces mechanical vibrations.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Inertia and droop gains. (a) Inertia gain and (b) droop gain.

The frequency variation curves for different methods are
shown in Fig. 10(a). It can be seen that both MAPPO-based
gains and decreasing gains are effective in suppressing the
drop in frequency, with frequency nadirs of 49.663 Hz and
49.674 Hz respectively. The constant gain has a frequency
nadir of 49.583 Hz, which is less effective than time-varying
gains. The frequency nadir without frequency control is the
smallest, at 49.475 Hz. The output power of the wind farm for
the different methods are shown in Fig. 10(b). It can be seen
that the wind farm controlled by MAPPO algorithm outputs
more active power in the 3s after the frequency drop than other
methods, thus providing more effective support for frequency
recovery. In addition, the MAPPO algorithm has smaller active
power fluctuations than other methods between 10s and 40s,
making the frequency more stable during this time.

The mechanical response of WT 1 for the different methods
is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that blade flap-wise tip

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Response of the power system. (a) Frequency and (b) active
power of the wind farm.

deflection and tower fore-aft displacement are greater with
time-varying gains than with constant gains. This means that
the faster the WT releases kinetic energy to the grid, the better
the frequency regulation, but also the greater the mechanical
structure vibrates. The MAPPO-based gains and the decreasing
gains have similar frequency regulation capabilities, but the
mechanical structures have smaller deflections with MAPPO-
based gains.

We next investigate the effect of the coefficient Cmech on
the proposed method. The frequency of the wind farm and the
mechanical response of WT 1 for different values of Cmech are
shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that as Cmech gets smaller, the
frequency nadir gets higher, but the vibration of the mechanical
structure gets more severe. However, even if Cmech = 0.01, the
proposed method is more effective in suppressing mechanical
deflections than decreasing gain.

The damage equivalent loads are used to equate the fatigue
damage represented by the rainflow cycle counting data to that
caused by a single load range repeating at a single frequency
[37]. The damage equivalent loads are given by the following
formula:

Meq = I

√∑
i niM I

i

neq
(19)

where Meq is the damage equivalent load and neq is set to
the number of cycles when there is no frequency control.
Mi is the amplitude moment in one load cycle. Each kind
of Mi and the corresponding number of cycles ni is given
by the rainflow counting method [38]. I represents the slope
of the M-N curve (applied moment vs. allowable cycles to
failure) [39], for blades I = 10 and for tower I = 5 [40]. The
damage equivalent loads for the blades and towers are shown
in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the MAPPO-based gains have
more damage fatigue loads than the fixed gains, but less than
the decreasing gains. As Cmech increases, the damage fatigue
loads for MAPPO-based gains decrease significantly.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 11. Mechanical response of WT 1. (a) Rotor speed, (b) blade flap-
wise, (c) blade edge-wise tip deflections, (d) tower fore-aft, (e) tower
side-to-side displacements, and (f) drive-train acceleration.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 12. Mechanical response of WT 1. (a) System frequency, (b) blade
flap-wise, (c) blade edge-wise tip deflections, (d) tower fore-aft, (e) tower
side-to-side displacements, and (f) drive-train acceleration.
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Fig. 13. Damage equivalent loads for each mechanical structure under
different methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we model the cooperative frequency regulation
problem of WTs in a wind farm as a Dec-POMDP and
solve it using the MAPPO algorithm. Each WT tunes its
inertia gain and droop gain in real time based on its own
observation. FAST.Farm, OpenFAST and Simulink are used
to simulate the aerodynamic, mechanical and electrical parts
of a wind farm respectively. The simulation results show
that the proposed method is more effective in increasing the
frequency nadir, reducing frequency fluctuations and reducing
mechanical structure deflections than conventional methods.
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